Meeting reports --trace. How can doctors provide the skill and expertise
The vision, the reality, the choice ofthe specialist, without losing the personal touch of _the generalist?
Things are not being helped by the new trend towards cost-effectiveness in the NHS, which means driving patients out quicker and sicker. LQss time in
The NHS was an obvious choice oftheme for 1988 -40 hosptal doesn't help medical students spend time years on. I wonder how many of the Open Section's withcpatients as people anditAcouldwell be inversely. planners guessed that, when the final allday sessio1^related to the quality of care. All the same, there is arrived in June, we'd be talking aboutlthe NHS withprobably more tha a ngrain of truth in the criticism a knife to its throat? of doctors on efficiency grounds. They are going to As members gathered to sort out their final views, have to gain some consciousness of costs, and accept the government's secret NHS review body was sorting monitoring of their performance. They shouldn't out its ownwith half an eye on the clock and one-and-delude themselves that they are perfect. a-half on the piggy-bank. Its problem was to find ways Sir Raymond was gloomy about the prospects for for the NHS to cope with an almost infinite demand.
actually preventing illness in the first place. Not The answer, according to just about every organization much can be proved about the benefits of better diet connected with the NHS, might well be to restore the and exercise, and good habits certainly aren't any constant under-funding which, by the government's guarantee to the individual. Even where there is own criteria, now added up to around two billion.
overwhelming proof, there is far too little actionfrom It was quite appropriate that Dr Robert Maxwell from the poor take-up of basic vaccinations to the wasn't there to give his opening address because he government's complacency about tobacco and alcohol. was trapped in London's notorious underground Even raising tobacco taxes to 1948 levels would go system (under-funded or unreliable?) . So the day far towards providing that two billion pounds.
started with Sir Raymond Hoffenburgand just
The audience was quick to widen gaps in the medicoabout the first thing he said, with medical briskness, scientific wall which Sir Raymond had identified for was that the NHS is under-funded, and even the two them. Just how do you choose priorities? How do you billion would still leave us near the bottom of the assess doctors' performance? How can you abandon spending league.
the whole idea of health promotion without looking It was good to get that out of the way. The whole beyond the pure science of it? And isn't it a shame point of the day was to take a wider view.
that the scientific approach has no way to verify the Sowhat was left? From Sir Raymond's point of undoubted effectiveness ofthat old-fashioned bedside viewa strictly medical onethere was a puzzling manner, or of the many things that can be done to paradox. On the one hand was the golden age of help all those people with unglamorous conditions still bedside medicine when the diagnoses of the virtuoso waiting for a medical miracle? medic couldn't actually be verified scientifically, and The next speaker was Lady Lovell-Davies from diseases were largely untreatable anyway; doctors the National Association for the Welfare of Children were respected and listened to. On the other hand in Hospital (NAWCH), a pioneer among consumer doctors today can examine everything from the flow groups, which has pressed the value of untidy, of blood through the smallest vessels to whole slices unverifiable elements such as the emotions ofchildren of body scan. And treatment possibilities have and parents. What choice, she asked, does the expanded unimaginably, from the control of all the consumer have in a monopoly public service? bacterial diseases to transplants and in vitro An old consumer hand, she used the time-honoured fertilization. But doctors are now a target ofcriticism. consumer organization all-purpose check-list: access, Sir Raymond's defence as to why this should be so information, participation, representation and redress/ was spirited. High tech medicine could be the root of compensation. But there was so much to say, she the disquiet. Surely it would be negligent not to use didn't even attempt to get beyond three of them. it, since it exists. And most of us would accept First, information. This is the essence of consumer treatment if it offers hope of cure or relief. Has it choice. And nowhere is it more important than in the diverted attention from the less glamorous, more choice of a GPafter all, the GP is the linchpin ofthe widespread miseries like arthritis, stroke, dementia? NHS and the gateway to all its other services. Yet But it takes years and years to advance treatmentit's very hard to get information about a practice 30 years, for instance, to put to use the discovery of before you register. The present system has been DNA. Now the easy targets have been picked off, and described as 'like going on a blind date and finding what is left is the hard core? that you're married'. The White Paper on primary
The charge that medicine is impersonal still care had good ideas for a basic leaflet with details on remains. Many doctors are caring and concerned, and qualifications and opening hours. Why not add more medical schools are starting to try to teach them how, details, like the practice's policy on updating skills, but patients today are likely to be shuffled from doctor and put the leaflets in places where people actually to doctor, with the 'thread of responsibility' hard to go, like electricity showrooms?
And why shouldn't each hospital have a leaflet on its own policies, with information on specific illnesses and wards, plus practical information on where to eat and whether you can stay overnight? GPs often don't know these things, surprisingly enough, and once a patient is admitted it's too late to change hospital. Why not an annual report from each hospital, to give consumers information in advance and a basis on which to campaign for the choice they want?
Then there's choice oftreatmentinformed choice, that is. Breast cancer is a topical example of the demand for this, and the best practice in medicine and nursing increasingly offers it. The best doctors provide written information, or staff to go over what has been said, because they recognize that consumers can't always remember information given in times ofstress. Choices do exist in the public sector, but it's not always easy to keep them open to all.
Shared information is not enough. Information exchange is needed, so that the consumer makes a voluntary choice and feels he has done so. As yet, the relationship between patient and doctor or nurse is not equal. And more attention is being paid to this in nurse and health visitor training than in the training of doctors.
Lady Lovell-Dvies took her view wider and wider. Would we have moved so fast towards having 100% of births in hospital if there had been consumer representatives on the panel which compiled the Peel Report of 1970? Whether hospital births are a good or a bad thing was not the question. But options were closed then, and the choice is still limited now, because consumers had no chance to be presented. Consumers need to contribute to the choice and standards aimed at by service-providers, right from the start.
Nobody in the audience questioned the principles in all this, but some difficulties were highlighted. Consumer choice can't be exercised when there's only one hospital in the district, or the patient arrives there unplanned, as an emergency. It's difficult to draw the line between the specialist's state-of-the-art knowledge and the patient's preferences. And, maybe, there's a danger of losing the completely irrational placebo effectthe art as opposed to the science of medicine? None of these problems, however, seemed insuperable.
The human factor was taken up straight away by Sir James Watt, responsible as RSM President for the colloquia between doctors and complementary therapists which have helped to calm things down after the BMA's report on the subject. Mildly, Sir James pointed to the Consumer Association survey which showed that 14% of patients had visited a complementary therapist in one year -80% because they had already seen a GP and had been dissatisfied. And over 80% claimed a complete cure of symptomsfar more than you'd expect from the placebo affect alone. Clearly, the NHS is failing to meet the needs of a lot ofpatients. Doctors haven't the time to do all the counselling and supporting they used to do. It is time to give up their illusory image ofcaring concern, frustrated only by inadequate-government funding and indifference to the potential of their most extravagant research.
Complementary therapists do something a lot of doctors don't dolisten-to the patient, and act on his needs as an individual. They are also, when they are properly qualified, fully aware of their own limitations and quick to refer cases outside their experience. Meanwhile, conventional medicine can have plenty of adverse effects all by itself.
Complementary therapists have more to fear from working with doctors than doctors have to fear from complementary therapists, but there's already abundant evidence that, in the right environment, they can work together, to the infinite benefit of patients. One-third of patients with chronic complaints have no organic disease. One third of symptoms have no relationship with underlying disease. Yet we have not tapped the resources available to relieve harassed doctors of the patients who will not respond to their medical skills. The whole person approach, which the public increasingly demands, will need us to make changes. Complementary medicine may have an important role in the provision of medical care for the future. Complementary therapists could find a place in a common team of diverse skills, to relieve GPs of an unnecessary burden and allow them more time for patients they have been trained to treat. Surely that makes better economic sense than an open-ended budget to treat the consequences of neglect?
There was no violent disagreement from the audience here, except from one member who didn't want to see doctors bow out ofthe chronic illness field completely, and another who quailed at the thought of adding anyone else-to the primary health-teamalready full of struggling new professions who are -unable to hand over power to each other, let alone the patient. Sir James countered that the NHS is about peopleand the RSM colloquia had shown just how much can be achieved by talking.
A heady view of future possibilities -but still a treatment-centred one. The morning's session was nicely rounded off by the portrait of 'the new public health' drawn by Shirley Goodwin, General Secretary of the Health Visitors Association. But maybe 'new' wasn't quite the right word?
Successive governments, said Shirley Goodwin, have made-pronouncements about health promotionbut they have all been seen as issues for health care provision, not public health promotion. The Victorians were not so blinkered. They used sanitary engineeing legislative measures, local regulation and specific servicessuch as health visitingto promote public health, when medicine could do little to change the course of most illnesses. Few of their activities had a narrow medical or individual focus.
Today, there is an appalling record for things like heart disease and infant mortality. But 11 the talk seems to be about making the NHS treat people faster, or getting individuals to change the bits of their life-styles that they have power to change. Meanwhile, health threats emerge all the time which can't be touched by either of these strategiesnew ones like water pollution and nuclear accidents, old ones like homelessness, unemployment and poverty.
So what 'Victorian values' are offered by, the new public health? Quite a list. First, no one profession (or political party) should claim to have all the answers. Second, there are collective as well as individual responsibilities for healthit is no good giving advice if you don't also work to ensure that individuals have the income, the decent housing and the other things they need to carry it out. Third, prevention and health promotion should have priority over medical interventionand they aren't a way of cutting the bills for the medical service, either. Fourth, an ecological approach to health is needed, taking in the relevant factors from safe, cheap food to accessible public transport. Fifth, the health impact of all public policies should be made explicit, and taken into account when decisions are made. At the moment, nobody seems to admitlet alone try to monitorany health effects from things such as food irradiation, green belt housing estates, new motorways, the privatization of water supplies, and so on. Sixth, planning for health needs cooperation between sectorsnot a muddle of different agencies all pulling in different directions (like that tug-of-war between tobacco as a source of illness and tobacco as a source of income). Seventh, all planning has to go from the bottom upwards as well as from the top downwards. Paternalism is out, and communities should be making demands on the policy-makers and the service providers.
All this leads up to number eight, which calls for a 'coherent health strategy' which everybody knows about, and ways to find out what progress is being made on more than just NHS activity. The revival of the old DHSS annual report on public health would be a start, and so would the DHSSidea ofpublishing health indicatorsif it were broadened.
Two final requirements for the new public health: a sense of vision, fuelled (but not dominated) by confident professionals and last but, in the circumstances, a long way from being leasta fearless willingness to challenge vested interests, whether they stand in the way of safety at work, anti-tobacco legislation, cleaning up the water supply or any other inconvenient demand which might be made by a proper public health lobby. The audience supported every word, but wondered how on earth to make a start. Some mourned the good old Medical Officer ofHealthbut maybe he would be too medicalized for the job? How can the professions stop dominating everything, in a nation where health consciousness doesn't exactly run at Californian levels? Why are the professions so ineffective in providing health care anyway? Who can possibly take the skyscraper view -demanded by the new public health, apart from the Cabinet? And how on earth could you get them interested in that sort of thing?
Everyone wanted to, drown a curious mix of hope and sorrow over lunch. So far, the debate had ranged a lot wider than the cash-register view of the NHS's progress. As Sir James Watt said, 'it's a time to rethinkwe've surely acquired enough evidence about what does and what doesn't work, and we should avail ourselves of things we haven't used in the past.'
One such thing was represented by the afternoon's first speaker, Anthony Byrne firom the Independent Hospitals Association. The NHS's suspicions about the independent sector, he pleaded, were stopping a lot of possible collaboration which could benefit all patients -90% ofpatients in independent hospitals are paying taxes in full to the NHS-anyway. The government has chosen to channel more money into health care by cutting public spending and upping people's disposable income. -Now, how were individuals to be persuaded to spend more of their income on health care? Closer integration between public and private sectors was the-general idea. They are already complementary, with the private sector concentrating on work which is low priority in the NHS, like elective surgery and longstay services. One level ofcooperation is short-term contract work, when private hospitals do contract surgery for the NHS at times, like weekends, when private patients don't choose to be in hospital. Then there are longerterm arrangements, when private companies build and manage units or equipment and the NHS can use thema dialysis unit here, special care for children with cystic fibrosis there. Now, what might the next step be? What, indeed, might the gerernment review body come up with? The answer might be a 'provider market', where local financial managers would buy in to meet the health care needs of the population. New hospital building would be stimulated to compete, and private money would be attracted in. The NHS would not suffer from this, said Mr Byrne. NHS managers aren't so wimpish as to let private hospitals get all the contracts, and facilities would be rationalized and improved all round. Money paid in from people's disposable incomes would find its way to NHS patient care. Those who paid would free NHS resources and minimize waiting lists. And the same kind of mechanIism would have similar effects on services now provided by the local authorities.
The big question, in Mr Byrne's view, was how to increase the uptake of private health insurance. If subscribers went up from the present 2.5 million to 10 million, that would mean £20 million in the kitty" instead of £5 million, two million private operations a year instead of half a million and additional income of £1.5 billion or so.
The figures would have to be good. More than a token incentive would be needed to tempt the average earner to buy private cover. But with share ownership and property ownership booming, pension and in-* surance schemes being taken out more and more, we should look to ways of encouraging this.
There wasn't time for a lot of questions. Mr Byrne was sure that it would be politically impossible for health authorities to hand over completely to a private organization, and didn't favour the clumsy schemes used in other countries, where money gets to hospitals solely from processing millions of insurance claims by individuals. Safeguards would have to be built in.
Filling gaps was very much the province ofthe next speaker, Usha Prashar from the National Council ofVoluntary Organizations. The voluntary sector, she said, had always played a major rolehealth care, health promotion, research, campaigns on public health and sheer basic philanthropy. Since the war, the major growth had been in-self-helpinformation, counselling, health education, complementary medicine and (again) research.
A few years ago, the NHS had been-dominated by hospitals and there was little place for the voluntary sector. Now, people have realized that better health involves more than the NHS. And consumers' attitudes have shifted significantly. They want more involvement and control, local autonomy and a less institutionalized approach. in fthis climate, the voluntary secrhas a lot to offeir. It is very diverse and flexible. It can experiment and innovate (look at the hospice movement). It can mobilize resources and people the NHS can't reach.
It can work in partnership with the NHS. It can be an advocate for client groupsincluding unpopular ones like alcohol and drug abusers. It can campaign.
It has something that the NHS of the future needs to acknowledgea total approach to health which is less dominated by professionals, more creative and less likely to label people or to become hard to approach. What's needed now is a more systematic approach to partnership between the two. They don't threaten each other. They need each other.
A lot of things are in the melting pot now, while the financing of the NHS is reviewed. The voluntary sector, after all, is not a cheap substitute for state provision. And it has barely been mentioned in all the talk of efficiency and consumer choice.
Will consumer choice merely mean more choice for those who can pay? Will the NHS be reduced to a safety net for those who can't? Will the voluntary sector be driven away from the mainstream ofthe new developments, or forced to charge fees for its services? These questions had to be asked, said Usha Prashar. Constant efficiency drives leads to poorer care, complex financing systems and less choice for consumers. Health is a public good which creates benefits way beyond the market place. And it can't be created by individual choices alone.
The discussion afterwards painted a picture of the voluntary sector as diverse as anyone could wishcooperating successfully, or maybe, fighting each other tooth and nail over the same local patch, scrabbling for peanuts, glorying in the outside funding which comes when you're flavour of the month, vulnerable to changes in funding fashions, seduced by the temptation to go bureaucratic, in danger of being landed with functions being squeezed out ofthe public services ... and obviously as vital in the future as it has ever been in the past.
The last speaker, David Willetts from the Centre for Policy Studies, was by far the most baffling ofthe day. His subject was decision-making in politics. He held up to viewand discardedvarious popular concepts. There was, for instance, the old school model of the civil servant who makes objective analyses and presents a choice of actions to his vulgar, politicallymotivated master. It's not on, because you bring in ideologies even into the selection offacts to analyselet alone your recommendations. The best civil servants have a feel for what the Minister wants to hear.
The current model, as far as I could make out, is pretty much like the 'Yes, Minister' model which everyone knows is the real face of the old school model. It is, apparently, research based. It'sjust that all the research recently seems to-have been about limiting the role of the state and stressing the free market. Any civil servant will need to work within this paradigm, until the climate changes. And so it goes on. Ministers are interested in researchas long as the researchers ask them what research they'd like done. And so it goes on, still more. Mrs Thatcher, it seems, does not bash people with her handbag but believes in truth through argument. 'This sorts out the men from the boys,' explained Mr Willetts. 'Somie shrivel up and stutter. But if you hold your ground and give your reasons and show you know your facts and share her crucial objectivesat that point you have a real argument and a real discussion. The Prime Minister briefs herself on every detail of policy. She has authority and credibility.'
The audience, some ofwhom possibly did not share Mrs Thatcher's crucial objectives, elicited various other titbits. Politicians are personally ambitious but no more so than other people, and the current government is certainly not distracted by that from planning for the long term. Voters might not quite have expected a sudden questioning of the basis of NHS funding, but isn't it a logical response to continued dissatisfaction with the service?
The effects of all this were apparent when Katharine Whitehorn summed up the day. She had felt, she said, quite coherent and optimistic about the NHSuntil the last session. We had started with a medical view in the most traditional sense. The NHS was set up to make medicine available to everyone, and there were no great questions about exactly what it all means. As speaker after speaker added new concepts, the outlines got more and more blurred.
The NHS is growing, like plants through stone. It is encouraging to see this -more involvement from the people, more questioning about what health is. But the central idea has got to remainthat whether you get help with your health, or not, should not depend on what you pay.
Robert Maxwell put everything in context by referring to the Royal Commission report on the NHS, published, neatly enough, in 1979. How dated it looks! It enshrined a clear, unanimous view of the NHS as it had been in the sixties and seventies, and assumed it would carry on in much the same way. It failed to take the debate forward. 'Now, the NHS is high on the agenda for change. Today, the arguments take place in a completely changed frame of assumptions. I subscribe to Katharine Whitehorn's view that we must not lose the corethere should be no barrier to access based on people's ability to pay. That's importantif we share it. But the NHS has never been perfect. So there are things that should be changed. What does each of us believe should be preserved, and what should be changed, in this complex picture?'
That's what the conference was all aboutnot the receiving of opinions from above, but a chance to evaluate and think as individuals. Which might be a pretty good model for a future NHSone with greater scope for healing individuals who are no longer content to play the role of 'patient'.
The day underlined the fact that the one thing in the NHS which doesn't need looking at is the financing system. And it would be fatal to fall into the trap of protesting, three times a day after meals, that the NHS is wonderful and mustn't be changed at all. Certainly -it's time to shift from the paternalistic, medical model of doctor (scientifically verifiable), patient (grateful) and other workers (see under doctor). As an ideal it's very dated, and in practice it cannot even touch vast areas of suffering which aren't open to medical cures. Luckily, a whole lot of other health workers have come into their own in the past 40 yearsfrom physiotherapists to town planners, from osteopaths to nurse practitioners, from counsellors to patients. If they can see each other as assets, not rivals, it might paradigm-proof the essential core of the NHS. And that is something worth keeping. Laura Swaffield (Accepted 2 November 1988) 
